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Efficiently exchanging temporary data between tasks is critical to the end-to-end performance of many data processing
frameworks and applications. Unfortunately, the diverse nature of temporary data creates storage demands that often fall
between the sweet spots of traditional storage platforms, such
as file systems or key-value stores.
We present NodeKernel, a novel distributed storage architecture that offers a convenient new point in the design space
by fusing file system and key-value semantics in a common
storage kernel while leveraging modern networking and storage hardware to achieve high performance and cost-efficiency.
NodeKernel provides hierarchical naming, high scalability,
and close to bare-metal performance for a wide range of data
sizes and access patterns that are characteristic of temporary
data. We show that storing temporary data in Crail, our concrete implementation of the NodeKernel architecture which
uses RDMA networking with tiered DRAM/NVMe-Flash
storage, improves NoSQL workload performance by up to
4.8× and Spark application performance by up to 3.4×. Furthermore, by storing data across NVMe Flash and DRAM
storage tiers, Crail reduces storage cost by up to 8× compared
to DRAM-only storage systems.

1

Introduction

Managing temporary data efficiently is key to the performance
of cluster computing workloads. For example, application
frameworks often cache input data or share intermediate data,
both both within a job (e.g., shuffle data in a map-reduce job)
and between jobs (e.g., pre-processed images in a machine
learning training workflow). Temporary data storage is also increasingly important in serverless computing for exchanging
data between different stages of tasks [17].
Storing temporary data efficiently is challenging as its characteristics typically lie between the design points of existing
storage platforms, such as distributed file systems and keyvalue stores. For instance, shuffle data in a map-reduce job
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may consist of a large number of files which are organized
hierarchically, vary widely in size, are written randomly, and
read sequentially. While file systems (e.g., HDFS) offer a
convenient hierarchical namespace and efficiently store large
datasets for sequential access, distributed key-value stores are
optimized for scalable access to a large number of small objects. Similarly, DRAM-based key-value stores (e.g., Redis)
offer the required low latency, but persistent storage platforms
(e.g, S3) are more suitable for high capacity at low cost. Overall, we find that existing storage platforms are not able to
satisfy all the diverse requirements for temporary data storage
and sharing in distributed data processing workloads.
In this paper we present NodeKernel, a new distributed
storage architecture designed from the ground up to support
fast and efficient storage of temporary data. As its most distinguishing property, the NodeKernel architecture fuses file
system and key-value semantics while leveraging modern networking and storage hardware to achieve high performance.
NodeKernel is based on two key observations. First, many
features offered by long-term storage platforms, such as durability and fault-tolerance, are not critical when storing temporary data. We observe that under such circumstances, the
software architectures of file systems and key-value stores
begin to look surprisingly similar. The fundamental difference is that file systems require an extra level of indirection
to map offsets in file streams to distributed storage resources,
while key-value stores map entire key-value pairs to storage resources. The second observation is that low-latency
networking hardware and multi-CPU many-core servers dramatically reduce the cost of this indirection in a distributed
setting by enabling scalable RPC communication at latencies
of a few microseconds.
Based on these insights we develop the NodeKernel architecture by implementing file system and key-value semantics
as thin layers on top of a common storage kernel. The storage
kernel operates on opaque data objects called “nodes” in a
unified namespace. Applications can store arbitrary size data
in nodes, arrange nodes in a hierarchical namespace, and obtain file system or key-value semantics through specialized
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• We propose NodeKernel, a new storage architecture fusing file system and key-value semantics to best meet
the needs of temporary data storage in data processing
workloads.
• We present Crail, a concrete implementation of the
NodeKernel architecture using RDMA, DRAM, and
NVMe Flash.
• We show that storing temporary data in Crail reduces
the runtime and cost of data processing workloads. For
instance, Crail improves performance up to 4.8× for
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node types if needed. For instance, key-value and table nodes
permit concurrent creation of nodes with the same name, offering last-put-wins semantics. On the other hand, file and
directory nodes permit efficient enumeration of data sets at a
given level in the storage hierarchy. By splitting functionality
in a common storage kernel and custom node types, NodeKernel enables applications to use a single platform to store data
that may require different semantics, while generally offering
good performance for a wide range of data sizes and access
patterns.
NodeKernel is designed explicitly with modern hardware
in mind. Following strict separation of concerns, the storage
kernel is composed of a lightweight and scalable metadata
plane tailored to low-latency networking hardware and an
efficient data plane that provides access to multiple tiers of
network-attached storage resources. The metadata plane is
trimmed down to offer only the most critical functionality,
with low overhead. The data plane runs a lightweight software
stack and leverages modern networking and storage hardware
to achieve fast access to arbitrary size data sets while also optimizing cost efficiency. For instance, data attached to “nodes”
may either be pinned to a particular storage technology tier
or may spill from one storage tier to another depending on
performance and cost requirements.
Crail is our concrete implementation of the NodeKernel
architecture using RDMA networking and two storage tiers
based on DRAM and NVMe SSDs respectively. We evaluated
Crail on a 100Gb/s RoCE cluster equipped with Intel Optane
NVMe SSDs using raw storage microbenchmarks as well as
using the NoSQL YCSB benchmark and different Spark workloads. Our results show that Crail matches the performance
of current state-of-the-art file systems and key-value stores
when operated in their sweet spot, and outperforms existing
systems up to 3.4× for data accesses outside the sweet spot of
file systems and key-value stores. Moreover, Crail creates new
opportunities to reduce cost and gain flexibility with almost
no performance penalties by using NVMe Flash in addition
to DRAM. For instance, using Crail to store shuffle data in
Spark allows us to adjust the ratio between DRAM and Flash
with only a minimal increase in job runtimes.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
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Figure 1: CDF of the size of intermediate data written or read
per compute task in Spark for different workloads.
NoSQL workloads. When integrated in Spark’s shuffle and broadcast services, Crail improves application
performance up to 3.4× and reduces cost up to 8×.
Crail is an open source Apache project [2, 3] with the
code available for download from the project website as well
as directly from GitHub at https://github.com/apache/
incubator-crail. Further, all benchmarks used in this paper are open source.

2

Background and Motivation

Temporary data represent a large and important class of inprocessing data in analytics frameworks. For example, Zhang
et al. report that over 50% Spark jobs executed at Facebook
contain at least one shuffle operation, generating significant
amounts of temporary data [37].
We define temporary data as the multitude of all application
data being created, handled, or consumed during processing,
excluding the original input and final output data. Specifically,
we identify three distinct classes of temporary data: intra-job,
inter-job, and cached input/output datasets. Intra-job temporary data is generated within a framework when executing a
single job like page-rank, or a SQL query. Common examples
are datasets generated during shuffle or broadcast operations
in frameworks like Spark, Hadoop or Flink. Such data is typically generated and consumed by the same job, which puts a
bound on the lifetime of the data. Inter-job temporary data are
intermediate results in multi-job pipelines. For example, there
are many pre-processing and post-processing jobs in a typical
machine learning pipeline [35], where the output of one job
becomes the input of another job. Lastly, examples of cached
input/output data are mostly read-only datasets that are pulled
into a cache for fast repetitive processing. For instance, users
may run many SQL queries on the same table (or a view) over
a short period of time. In this case, a copy of the input table
might be cached on a fast storage media.
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Technology
DRAM
3D XPoint
NAND Flash

Local
Latency

Remote
Latency

Bandwidth

Price

80ns
5us
50us

2us
10us
55us

10s GB/s
2-3 GB/s
2-3 GB/s

5$/GB
1.25$/GB
0.63$/GB

Table 1: Price and performance of DRAM (DDR4), 3D
XPoint (NVMe) and NAND Flash (NVMe). Remote DRAM
latency for RDMA, remote 3D XPoint and NAND Flash latency for NVMf.

Building an efficient storage platform for the different types
of temporary data requires careful consideration of application
demands, data characteristics and hardware opportunities. In
the following section we discuss several requirements for
a temporary storage platform and provide an overview of
current state-of-the-art solutions.

2.1

Requirements and Challenges

Size, API, and Abstractions Diversity: Temporary data in
data processing workloads can vary substantially with regard
to the data size. In Figure 1 we show the size distribution
(CDF) of temporary data generated per task during the execution of (a) PageRank on the Twitter graph; (b) SQL queries
on a TPC-DS dataset; and (c) Cocoa machine learning on a
sparse matrix dataset [24]. As shown, the per-task data sizes
are ranging from a few bytes (for machine learning) to a GB
(for TPC-DS). Historically, different storage systems are used
to handle the two ends of this spectrum. Distributed key-value
stores (e.g., RAMCloud, memcached, etc.) have an object API
and are optimized to store small values efficiently for fast random lookups [20, 33]. In contrast, file systems like HDFS or
Ceph, can store large datasets (GBs) efficiently by partitioning
the dataset and maintaining indexes for lookups. Moreover,
filesystem abstractions of appendable files, enumerable hierarchical namespace, and a streaming-byte interface for I/O
provide additional support for an easy mapping of temporary
datasets, such as all-to-all shuffle, to the underlying storage.
A temporary storage platform should be able to store small
and large values efficiently, with the unified benefit of file and
key-value abstractions in a single system.
Performance: Temporary data often lies in the critical path
of data processing, hence it is imperative that access to the
temporary data is fast. As with the size, the access pattern also
varies widely. For example, as there is no global order, shuffle
data is often written randomly [11], whereas SQL tables are
read in large sequential scans [32]. Hence, one requirement
a storage platform for temporary data has to fulfill is that it
should be capable of performing well on the entire spectrum
of data sizes for any access pattern.
Fortunately, over the last decade, I/O devices have evolved
rapidly to support high-bandwidth (100s of Gbps), ultra low-
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latencies (less than 10 usec), with millions of IOPS. In order
to meet data processing demands, these devices are now being
deployed in the cloud (AWS, Azure), and used inside data
processing frameworks. Consequently, an ideal temporary
storage system should be able to run efficiently on modern
networking and storage hardware while delivering close to
bare-metal performance.
Beyond In-Memory Storage: The total amount of temporary data that is generated or consumed by data processing
workloads can be large. For instance, between the workloads
whose temporary data object size CDFs are shown in Figure 1, the collective total volume of data differs by 100s of
GBs (10-100% of the input dataset size, not shown in the
figure). Efficiently storing large volumes of data while offering good data access performance is difficult. For instance,
storing all the data in DRAM is preferred from a performance
standpoint but doing so typically is too costly. Thankfully,
over the past years different media types such as NAND Flash,
and PCM storage, have emerged to store data at a different
cost, performance, and energy price point. Hence, an efficient
storage platform for temporary data should integrate multiple storage technologies that offer different performance cost
trade-offs, and allow applications to choose between different points in the trade-off space. A comparison of different
storage technologies with respect to price and performance is
given in Table 1.
Non-Requirements: We observe that in the specific case of
temporary data storage, many traditional storage features such
as durability and fault-tolerance are not a priority. Durability,
for instance, is of low importance due to the short lifetime of
temporary data. While fault-tolerance is generally useful for
short-lived data, it still is not a high priority for temporary data
storage. Today, fault tolerance is often implemented at the
level of the compute framework, in a coarse grained manner.
For instance, Spark [36] and Ray [25] use lineage tracking to
re-compute data in case of data loss by relaunching tasks.

2.2

Limitations of Existing Approaches

We review current state-of-the-art storage systems with regard
to the design goals listed in the previous section. We classify
the systems discussed into the following three categories.
Key-Value Stores: Memcached [4] and Redis [5] are two of
the most popular key-value stores designed to store data in
DRAM. Network-optimized KVs like MICA [21], Herd [14],
FaRM [12], KVDirect [19] and RAMCloud [26] use RDMA
operations to provide high-performance data accesses but
cannot easily integrate data storage to different tiers beyond
DRAM. Redis has an extension to spill data to Flash, however keys are still stored in DRAM, and hence are limited
by the DRAM capacity. Storage-optimized KVs such as
Aerospike [30] or BlueCache [34], use NAND Flash for storage. Hence, their performance is bounded by the performance
of Flash, and they are not optimized for the next-generation
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of NVM storage devices like Optane (see Section 5.1). Other
systems, like HiKV [33], have hybrid DRAM-Flash indexes
but only target a single node deployment, hence limiting their
applications to a wider class of operations such as shuffling.
Furthermore, the design of these KV stores is tailored to very
small data sets of a few hundred bytes up to a few MB maximum, thus, limiting their operational window to these object
sizes.
Distributed Data Stores: Storage systems such as Cephover-Accelio [8] and Octopus [23] are high-performance distributed file systems used for fast network and NVM devices.
However, due to the focus on providing fault-tolerant, durable
storage their performance for small objects is poor (see Section 5). The recently proposed Regions system provides a file
abstraction to remote memory [6]. As with other in-memory
storage systems, however, Regions is not a cost-effective solution for storing large data sets. Systems like Alluxio [1]
and Pocket [17] provide support for multiple storage technology types. But Alluxio does not deliver the performance
of high-end hardware, and is targeted towards building local
caches. Pocket shares our aim of a dedicated storage system
for temporary data and its design has similarities with the
NodeKernel architecture. However, the focus of Pocket is on
providing efficient and elastic temporary storage on commodity hardware in the cloud whereas NodeKernel is designed
for low-latency high-bandwidth network and storage hardware. Moreover, Pocket has only an object based I/O interface
which is well suited for data sharing in serverless workloads.
In contrast, NodeKernel’s unified API provides semantics
like “append” and “bag” to support storing a wide range of
temporary data in different workloads.
Temporary-data specific operations: A number of works
accelerate specific storage operations in data processing workloads. For instance, Riffle [37] is an optimized shuffle server
that aims to reduce overheads associated with large fanouts.
Sailfish [27] is a framework that introduced I-files which are
shuffle optimized data containers. ThemisMR [28] also aims
to optimize shuffle and target small rack-scale deployments.
In general, the aim of these systems is to optimize disk-based,
file-oriented shuffle data management for map-reduce type
workloads. It is not clear how their design can support other
communication patterns, such as broadcast and multicast, or
integrate different storage types to optimize for different access patterns. Parallel databases [7, 22] use RDMA-optimized
shuffling operations for database operators. These works, however, are highly database specific and do not extend naturally
to other data processing workloads or other forms of temporary data.

3

The NodeKernel Architecture

We present the NodeKernel, a new storage architecture designed to match the diverse and complex demands of temporary data storage in data processing workloads. The NodeK-
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ernel tackles this challenge by fusing storage semantics that
are otherwise available separately in file systems and keyvalue stores, such as hierarchical naming, scalability, multiple
storage tiers, fast enumeration of datasets, and support for
both tiny and large data sizes (Figure 2). The NodeKernel
architecture is guided by three design principles:
1. Distill higher-level storage semantics into thin layers on
top of a common storage kernel.
2. Separate data management concerns into a lightweight
metadata plane and a ”dumb“ data plane optimized for
modern networking and storage hardware.
3. Leverage multiple storage technologies for efficient storage of large datasets.
We discuss each of these design principles in more detail
below before describing Crail, a concrete implementation of
the NodeKernel architecture, in Section 4.

3.1

Storage Kernel and Node Types

In the NodeKernel architecture, higher-level storage semantics are implemented as thin layers – or more precisely, as
specialized data types – on top of a shared storage kernel
exporting a hierarchical namespace of opaque data “nodes”.
Nodes are objects of an abstract type Node as shown in the
following code snippet.
abstract class Node {
protected:
/*implemented by derived types*/
abstract bool addChild(Node child);
abstract bool removeChild(Node child);
/*implemented by the storage kernel*/
future<int> read(byte[] buf);
future<int> append(byte[] buf);
future<int> update(byte[] buf, int off);
string getPath();
int size();
...
}

The kernel is responsible for allocating storage resources
on behalf of nodes, manipulating the hierarchical namespace,
and implementing basic data access operations such as read,
append and update. Applications interface with the storage
kernel to create data nodes at a given location in the hierarchy,
attach data of arbitrary size to a node, look up nodes, and fetch
the associated dataset from a node. Nodes are identified using
path names encoding the location in the storage hierarchy,
similar to files and directories in a file system.
Applications do not create raw Node objects directly, instead they create objects of derived types offering specialized
functionality. These so-called custom types implement higherlevel storage semantics by extending Node in two ways. First,
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custom types provide implementations for the abstract operations addChild and removeChild. These operations are
called by the kernel whenever a new node is inserted or removed to/from the storage hierarchy. Second, custom data
types provide specialized data access operations implemented
using read and append available in Node.
NodeKernel defines five custom node types, each offering
slightly different semantics and operations:
• File and KeyValue: Both node types provide read and
append interfaces by exposing the corresponding operations in Node. The two types, however, provide different semantics during the creation and insertion of new
nodes, controlled via the implementation of addChild
and removeChild. For File nodes, the first create operation for a given path name succeeds and subsequent create operations on the same path name fail. For KeyValue
nodes, subsequent create operations on a path name representing an existing node will succeed, replacing the
existing node. As we will see in Section 5, KeyValue
nodes are useful to cache input datasets in NoSQL workloads, permitting concurrent updates of the data, whereas
File nodes are a better match to cache read-only input
data in Spark workloads.
• Directory and Table: Those node types are containers
for File and KeyValue nodes respectively. Directory
and Table nodes store the name components of all of
their children as part of their data (implemented using
append and update operations available in Node). For
instance, the data segment of a Directory with path
name “/a/b” storing two files with path names “/a/b/c1”
and “/a/b/c2” consists of the two name components “c1”
and “c2”. Both Directory and Table nodes offer operations to enumerate the names of all of their children
(implemented using read available in Node). Tables
can optionally be configured as “non-enumerable” in
which case no name components are stored and enumeration returns the empty set. Creating KeyValue nodes
in a non-enumerable table is typically faster because it
eliminates the step of updating the name component (as
described in Section 4.1).
• Bag: The Bag node type is designed to support efficient
sequential reading of data spread across many data nodes.
A Bag behaves like a directory such that it acts as a container for File nodes. Applications create and write
files in a Bag just like they create and write files in a
Directory. When reading a Bag, however, the Bag appears to the application like a single file. Using a Bag’s
read operation allows applications to sequentially read
through the full set of files in the bag. Generally, the
read operation of a Bag offers better performance than
reading each File node separately, due to more efficient
metadata access at file boundaries. As we will see in
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Section 5, Spark applications can use Bags to store shuffle data, allowing reduce tasks to efficiently fetch data
written by map tasks. The Bag type in NodeKernel is
similar in spirit than bags in Hurricane, a recent work on
taming skew in data processing workloads [9].
NodeKernel restricts the way node types can be stacked.
For instance, KeyValue nodes can only be attached to Table
nodes, whereas File nodes can only be attached to Bag and
Directory nodes. Moreover, directories can be arbitrarily
nested, whereas bags and tables implement a flat namespace.
The permitted combinations of node types match the specific use cases of temporary data storage. At the same time,
preventing arbitrary combinations of node types ensures the
architecture is not over-designed and simple to implement.
For instance, Bags are mainly used to store shuffle data which
is organized in flat per-reducer buckets, thus, enabling arbitrarily nested bags seemed unnecessary. At the time, a read
operation on flat Bags is easier to implement than a read
operation on an arbitrarily nested Bag.
Why provide a single unified storage namespace? By
splitting functionality in a common storage kernel and a set of
custom data types, the NodeKernel achieves two things. First,
it permits different types of temporary data requiring different semantics to be managed by a single storage platform.
For instance, as we will see later, Spark applications can use
Crail for storing both broadcast and shuffle data, as well as
for caching RDDs. Second, decoupling core data access from
storage semantics allows applications to choose a particular
node type based on the semantics they need (key/value vs
file) rather than based on the size of the data or the access
pattern. As discussed in Section 2.1, temporary data often
varies in terms data size and access pattern even within a single workload, making it difficult to store the data efficiently
in a storage platform like a filesystem or a key-value store. By
contrast, node types in NodeKernel have no size limitation
and provide efficient data access for different access patterns
as we will see later in Section 5.

3.2

System Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the NodeKernel system architecture. At
the data management level, NodeKernel’s architecture resembles the architecture of distributed file systems like HDFS
or GFS, consisting of a set of metadata and storage servers
deployed across a cluster. Data attached to a “node” in the
storage hierarchy appears to clients as a stream, but internally the data is composed of a sequence of blocks. A block
refers to a fixed sequence of bytes stored in one of the storage
servers. Metadata servers maintain the hierarchical storage
namespace as well as block metadata, i.e., a mapping between
storage blocks and storage servers. Storage servers allocate a
large set of storage blocks at startup and register them with
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Furthermore, the architecture should support both low-latency
key-value style access, as well as high-bandwidth file system like data access. In the following we discuss in how we
accommodate these requirements in the NodeKernel architecture.

File
Application interface

3.2.1

Low-latency metadata operations

Metadata Lookup
Datacener
Network

Metadata
Servers

Data
Read/Write

Storage
Class 1

Storage
Class 2

Clients

Storage
Class N

Figure 2: The NodeKernel storage architecture.
one of the metadata servers. Metadata servers maintain a free
list with blocks that are not assigned to a particular node, and
move blocks from the free list to a per node list during data
writes and appends. When accessing data, clients first contact
one of the metadata servers and request the metadata for the
corresponding block. Based on this information clients then
contact the given storage server to read or write the data.
The Node abstract data type exports two abstract operations, addChild and removeChild, to be implemented by
the derived types described in Section 3.1. Those operations
are executed at the metadata server each time a new node
is created or removed. The Node further exports functions
to manipulate data such as read, append or update. Those
functions are implemented as part of the client library and
require interactions with both metadata and storage servers.
Finally, the basic metadata operations such as getPath or
size are also implemented by the client library returning
cached values if possible.
Target deployment: NodeKernel targets temporary data
which is short-lived and simple to regenerate. Furthermore,
NodeKernel targets small to medium size deployments consisting of few compute racks. Considering the target deployments and the nature of the data to be stored, NodeKernel prioritizes performance over fault tolerance. However, if deemed
necessary, additional fault-tolerance mechanism such as replication, erasure-coding, etc., can be added. The lack of these
features is not fundamental to the design.
Performance challenges: The main challenge in NodeKernel was to come up with a system architecture that can serve
the full spectrum of demands discussed in Section 2.1. In
particular, the architecture should be scalable like a key-value
store despite offering a convenient hierarchical namespace.
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Fusing file system and key-value semantics into a single storage kernel primarily requires a fast metadata access. In Section 2.1, we observed that software architectures of distributed
file systems fundamentally differ from key-value stores only
by an extra metadata operation required to map offsets in file
streams to storage resources (e.g., blocks on storage servers).
Thus, keeping the overheads of metadata operations low will
make NodeKernel’s architecture amenable to key-value style
operations on small datasets, while also improving the efficiency of large data accesses.
Today, modern low-latency networking hardware enables
RPC communication at latencies of a few microseconds [13,
16]. The NodeKernel features a lightweight metadata plane
that matches well with low-latency networking hardware. For
one, the metadata plane is trimmed down to offer only the
most critical functionality consisting of six key RPC operations: create to create a new node, lookup to retrieve the
metadata of a node, remove to delete an existing node, move
to move a node to a different location in the storage hierarchy, map to map a logical offset in a node’s data stream to
a storage resource, and register used by storage servers
to register storage resources with the metadata server. All
these operations have low compute and I/O intensity and can
be implemented at the latency of a few microseconds on a
high-performance network fabric. We deliberately move data
intensive metadata operations like enumeration to the data
plane to avoid interference (see Section 3.1 and 4).
3.2.2

Metadata partitioning

The scalability of NodeKernel heavily depends on the throughput and scalability of its metadata RPC subsystem. Recent
work has shown that RPC systems can be scaled to millions of operations per second on a single server using highperformance networking hardware on the one hand [15],
but also using efficient software stacks on commodity hardware [13]. The lightweight RPC interface in NodeKernel is
designed for high throughput and can drive up to 10 million
metadata operations per second using a single metadata server,
as shown later in Section 5. Up to now in all of our deployments we have never had a situation where a single metadata
server would reach its limit. In fact, in one of our largest deployments on 128 nodes the metadata throughout reached 4.5
million operations per second, thus, roughly half of what a
single metadata server can support.
Nevertheless, for the case where a single metadata server
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is not sufficient, NodeKernel permits partitioning the metadata space over multiple servers. Thereby, the top-level root
namespace is hash-partitioned among an ordered list of metadata servers. Using metadata partitioning, one can scale the
metadata plane horizontally assuming a sufficiently large top
level fan out.
One drawback of static of partitioning based on top-level
namespaces is that load may be unevenly distributed among
the metadata servers depending on the size of the subtree
and the activity within the subtree. One alternative approach
would be dynamic partitioning at a more fine grained level.
For instance, past work has proposed a partitioning scheme
for file systems where metadata partitioning is implemented
at the directory level, with an option to split large directories
on-demand as they grow too big and distribute the splits over
multiple metadata servers [29]. Even though such an approach
creates a more even load distribution, it comes at a significant
performance cost as it requires multiple RPC invocations during path lookup and traversal. Given the performance target
of 5-10 µs in NodeKernel we ultimately decided to adopt
the simpler partitioning scheme where node paths are always
local to a metadata server.
3.2.3

Hardware-accelerated storage

NodeKernel’s data plane is designed to work well with modern networking and storage hardware. The goal is to keep
the storage interface simple to avoid excessive software overheads and permit as much of the data access functionality to
be implemented in hardware. Clients in NodeKernel interact with local and remote storage servers via two interfaces:
read(blockid, offset, length, buffer) to fetch a
certain number of bytes from a block, and write(blockid,
offset, buffer, length) to write a data stored in a buffer
to a block. Later in Section 4 we show that read and write
operations in Crail can almost completely be offloaded to
networking and storage hardware for both DRAM and Flash.
Also note that the storage interface explicitly supports byte addressable storage hardware by defining the access granularity
at the byte level as opposed to block level.
3.2.4

Tiered storage

NodeKernel employs a simple tiered storage design to accommodate large datasets that cannot be stored in DRAM
in a cost-effective manner. Storage servers are grouped into
different classes (see Figure 2), typically a class per storage
technology (DRAM, NVMe SSDs, HDD, etc.). A storage
server is a logical entity, i.e., one physical or virtual machine
may host multiple storage servers of different types. For instance, a common deployment is to run two storage servers
per host, one exporting some amount of local DRAM and one
exporting storage space on the local NVMe SSD. In principle, storage classes are user-defined sets of storage servers.
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Object type
Crail

File &
KeyValue

Bag
Directory
& Table

Methods
create<T extends Node>(path, sc) → future(T)
creates a data node of type T
lookup<T extends Node>(path) → future(T)
lookup of an existing node
delete(path) → future(boolean)
deletes an existing node at the given path
move(src, dst) → future(boolean)
moves node src to new location dst
read(offset, buffer, length) → future(Int)
reads data at given offset
append(buffer, length) → future(Int)
appends application buffer to data
read(buffer, length) → future(Int)
sequentially reads through all subfiles
enumerate() → iterator(Node)
enumerates all nodes in a given directory

Table 2: Application programming interface of Crail.

A storage server always belongs to exactly one storage class.
In our evaluation we configure two storage classes, one for
DRAM servers and one of NVMe SSD servers.
The traditional approach to storage tiering is to migrate
data to more cost effective storage classes as the faster storage
classes fill up. We found this strategy to be ineffective for temporary data due to the short lifetime of the data. Instead, we
opted for a simpler approach where storage classes are filled
up according to a user-defined order – typically DRAM first
followed by Flash and hard disk – without ever migrating data
between the tiers. Specifically during data write operations,
metadata servers try to allocate DRAM blocks first, turning
to lower priority storage tiers only once no higher priority
storage blocks are available across the entire cluster.

4

Crail

Crail is a concrete implementation of the NodeKernel architecture. We implemented Crail in about 10K lines of Java and
C++ code. Table 2 shows the application interface of Crail.
The top level data type in Crail is CrailStore. Applications
use CrailStore to create, lookup and delete data nodes,
or to move data nodes to a different location in the storage
hierarchy. Nodes are identified using path names similar to
file systems. When creating a new node using create, applications may choose a preferred storage class for the data to be
stored (parameter “sc” in Table 2). We also refer to the storage
class preference as storage affinity because it allows users to
specify affinity for a particular set of data to a particular set
of storage servers or storage media.
Crail implements the full set of node types discussed in
Section 3.1. Note that all operations in Crail are non-blocking
and asynchronous (returning a future object). Crail’s asyn-
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chronous API matches well with asynchronous software interfaces for modern networking and storage hardware. In fact,
almost all of Crail’s high-level operations can be mapped directly to a set of non-blocking and asynchronous network and
storage operations. Failures of Crail API calls are communicated either via invalid futures or exceptions (not shown
in Table 2). For instance, an attempt to lookup a node that
does not exist will result in an invalid future (nullpointer),
while an attempt to read data from a node beyond the node’s
capacity will result in an exception.
Crail can be operated either as a shared storage service or
in the form of per-user or per-application deployments. The
current implementation of Crail, however, does not provide
any tools to virtualize, protect and isolate multiple tenants
from each other.

4.1

Metadata plane

Crail metadata servers maintain an in-memory representation
of (a) the storage hierarchy, (b) the set of free-blocks, and (c)
the assignments of blocks to “nodes”. Specifically, each metadata server maintains a per storage class list of free blocks.
Storage classes are ordered according to a user-defined preference. As discussed in Section 3.2, if during a write operation
the current write position does not yet point to an allocated
block, a client requests a fresh new block by calling the metadata map RPC operation. The metadata server selects a free
block based on the selected storage affinity (or “sc” in Table 2). If there are no free blocks in the selected storage class,
the metadata server attempts to allocate a block from the next
storage class in the priority list. When selecting a block in
a storage class, the metadata server uses round-robin over
all storage servers in the given storage class to make sure
data is distributed uniformly in the cluster. If no free block is
available in any of the storage classes the write operation at
the client will fail.
Crail partitions metadata across an array of metadata
servers as discussed in Section 3.2.1, meaning, each metadata
server is responsible for a partition of the storage hierarchy.
Each individual server is implemented as a lightweight RPC
service using DaRPC [31], an asynchronous low-latency RPC
library based on RDMA send/recv. To achieve high throughput, client connections are partitioned across the different
CPU cores. Each core manages a subset of the client connections in-place within a single process context to avoid contextswitching overheads. All the memory for RPC buffers is allocated local to the NUMA node associated with the given CPU
core that is responsible for the particular connection. Figure
3 illustrates the different aspects of the metadata processing
in Crail.
Enumeration: In Section 3.1 we discussed how container
nodes (Table, Directory, Bag) maintain a list of the names
of all child nodes as part of their data. The rational behind this
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Figure 3: Lightweight metadata plane in Crail.
design is that it allows us to implement container enumeration
efficiently in the data plane. We have seen use cases where
storing Spark shuffle data in Crail generated close to hundred
thousand File nodes in a Bag. Implementing enumeration at
the metadata server would lead to substantial data transfers
between clients and metadata servers and in many cases would
require multiple rounds of RPC to enumerate all of the nodes.
Crail’s file format for container nodes is structured as an
array of fixed-size records consisting of the children’s name
component along with a valid flag. Upon creating a new node,
the metadata server assigns a unique offset within the array
based on which the client writes the corresponding record.
During a delete operation, after the metadata server has removed the node entry, a client clears the valid flag of the
corresponding record (by zeroing the valid bit in the record).
Note that the node record inside a container’s data is only
considered supplementary information. The metadata server
always serves as the authority for validating the existence of
a node. Thus, an enumerate operation running concurrently
with a delete operation may lead to a situation where a node’s
record in the directory file is still valid, but the node’s metadata state at the metadata server has already been deleted. In
that case, the node is considered deleted and no read or write
operations will be permitted.

4.2

Data plane

Crail implements two storage classes, one for DRAM and
one for NVMe-based SSDs. An implementation of a storage
class consists of a server part exporting a storage resource
(see Section 3.2.3), and a client part implementing efficient
data access.
RDMA storage class: A storage server in the RDMA storage class exports large regions of RDMA registered memory
to the metadata server. Metadata for RDMA based storage
blocks contains the necessary RDMA credentials such as address, length and stag and allows clients to directly read or
write a storage block using RDMA one-sided read/writes.
NVMe-over-Fabrics storage class: NVMe-over-Fabrics
(NVMf) is a recent extension to the NVMe standard that
enables access to remote NVMe devices over RDMA-capable
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Metadata
Servers

networks. It eliminates unnecessary protocol translations
along the I/O path to a remote device, exposing the multiple paired queue design of NVMe directly to clients. As with
RDMA, the queue pairs can directly be mapped into the application context to avoid kernel overheads.
A Crail NVMf storage server acts as a control plane for
a NVMf controller by connecting to the controller and reporting its credentials like NVMe qualified name, size, etc.,
to the metadata server. With the credentials provided by the
metadata server, the clients can directly connect to the NVMf
controller and perform block read and write operations.

4.3

Failure semantics and persistence

Crail does not currently implement mechanisms for faulttolerance (see Section 3.2) and therefore does not protect
against machine or hardware failures. On a crash of a storage
server the corresponding data blocks are lost. On a crash of a
metadata server the correponding metadata partition is lost.
Metadata servers remove inaccessible storage servers from
the list of active servers based on keep-alive messages and
make sure only active servers are considered during block
allocation.
Crail provides optional mechanisms to persist data stored
in DRAM, shut down a Crail deployment and to start a Crail
deployment from a previously persisted state. Persistence is
implemented via operation logging at the metadata servers
and the use of memory mapped persistent storage at storage
servers.

4.4

Anatomy of data access

Figure 4 illustrates how a Crail client interacts with storage
and metadata servers on behalf of an application reading data
from a File or KeyValue node. The application first calls
lookup to retrieve a node handle, causing Crail to fetch the
necessary metadata via RPC from the metadata server. The
metadata contains information about the node such as the size
of the data and the location of the first block. Following a successful lookup call, the application issues a read operation to
read a certain number of bytes from the node. The requested
number of bytes may be less than a block. In that case a single
RDMA or NVMf operation will be sufficient to complete the
request. If the requested number of bytes spawns multiple
blocks, as it is case in the example, Crail immediately issues
the data transfer for the first block, while in parallel requesting
the metadata for the next block. Under normal circumstances
– due to the low latency RDMA-based protocol between the
client and the metadata server – the metadata request will
complete ahead of the current block transfer and guarantee a
continued data transfer without the client ever having to wait
for missing metadata information.
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Figure 4: Anatomy of file read/write operations in Crail.

5

Evaluation

In our evaluation we assess if Crail meets the requirements
for a temporary storage platform discussed in Section 2.1.
Specifically we answer the following questions:
1. Does the unified abstraction of Crail, with its extra indirection layer, perform well for a wide spectrum of data
sizes on high-performance devices? (Section 5.1)
2. How simple is it to map higher-level workloads (with
their temporary data accesses) to Crail? (Section 5.2)
3. How big are the performance and cost benefits of a
mixed-media storage system for data-processing frameworks? (Section 5.3)
Cluster configuration: We use a cluster of eight x64 nodes
with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v1 @ 2.90GHz
CPUs, 96GB DDR3 DRAM and a 100 Gbit/s Mellanox
ConnectX-5 RoCE RDMA network card. For the client server
microbenchmarks, the server is configured with 4 Intel Optane 900P SSDs, except for the IOPS experiments where we
only use 2 Optane drives per server. For the larger cluster
experiments, all 8 nodes are equipped with 4 Samsung 960
Pro SSDs. The nodes run Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS (Xenial Xerus)
with Linux kernel version 4.10.0-33-generic and Java 8.

5.1

Microbenmarks

Small and medium-size values: We first start by evaluating Crail’s performance for storing small to medium size
values, a use case typically well served by key-value stores.
Consequently, we compare Crail’s performance (latency and
IOPS) with two state-of-the-art open-source key-value stores,
namely, RAMCloud (for DRAM storage) and Aerospike (for
NVM Optane). Figure 5 shows the performance for get and
put operations for different data sizes. In Crail, a put operation is implemented by creating a KeyValue node using the
create API call (see Table 2), followed by an append operation. The get operation is implemented using a lookup
call followed by a read on the KeyValue node – similar to
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Figure 5: Put/Get latencies in Crail, RAMCloud and
Aerospike for datasets of different sizes.

the scenario shown in Figure 4. For small datasets (4 bytes),
Crail performs slightly worse than RAMCloud for DRAM
storage ( 12 µs vs 6 µs), but outperforms Aerospike on Optane
NVM by a margin of 2 − 4× (23-40 µs for Crail vs. 100 µs
for Aerospike). The difference between Aerospike and Crail
comes from differences in their I/O execution. Aerospike uses
synchronous I/O and multiple I/O threads, which cause contention and spend a significant amount of execution time in
synchronization functions [18]. Crail uses asynchronous I/O
and executes I/O requests in one context, avoiding context
switching and synchronization completely. The latency difference between Crail and RAMCloud is acceptable considering
that RAMCloud is a system optimized for small values. For
medium sized values (64KB-1MB), Crail outperforms RAMCloud and Aerospike by a margin of 2 − 6.8×. For instance,
a 1MB Put on Crail takes around 590 µs, versus 4 ms in
Aerospike. These performance gains come from the efficient
use of RDMA one-sided operations (for both DRAM and
NVM), which eliminates data copies at both client and server
ends and generally reduces the code path that is executed
during put/get operations. While Crail natively supports arbitrary size datasets – by distributing the blocks over multiple
storage servers – storing such large values in systems like
RAMCloud or Aerospike is either difficult or prohibited. For
instance, Aerospike limits individual key/value pairs to 1MB.
RAMCloud does not have a strict size limitation but failed to
store values larger than 4MB.
For sake of completeness, Figure 5 also shows put/get la-
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Figure 6: Media-specific loaded latency profile. Top left: Put,
queue depth 1. Top right: Get, queue depth 1. Bottom left:
Put, queue depth 4. Bottom right: Get, queue depth 4.

tencies for extra large values of 16MB and 128MB. As we can
see, it takes around to 12 ms to store a 128MB value in Crail’s
DRAM tier, and 20 ms to store the same dataset in Crail’s
Optane tier. Storing such large values in Crail is entirely a
matter of throughput. Consequently, the remote DRAM latency is limited by the 100 Gb/s network bandwidth, while
the NVM latency is the determined by the bandwidth of the
storage device. The aggregated bandwidth of the 4 Optane
drives is around 10-12 GB/s. Hence, the resulting data access
bandwidth for large datasets stored in Crail’s NVM tier is
80-87 Gb/s.
IOPS scaling: So far we have discussed unloaded latencies.
Figure 6 shows the latency profile for 256 bytes values for a
loaded Crail system for different media types. In this setup,
we increase the number of clients from 1 to 64. The clients
are running on 16 physical machines, issuing put/get operations in a tight loop. We use only one storage server and
one metadata server in this setup, configured either to serve
DRAM, Optane NVM or Flash. The top row in Figure 6 show
the case for a queue depth of 1, meaning, each client always
has only one operation in flight. As shown in the figure, Crail
delivers stable latencies up to a reasonably high throughput.
For DRAM, the get latencies (top right in Figure 6) stay at
12-15 µs up to 4M IOPS, at which point the metadata server
became the bottleneck. We ran the same experiment with multiple metadata servers and verified that the system throughput
was scaling linearly (shown later in Figure 7 on top). For the
Optane NVM configuration, latencies stay at 20 µs up until
almost 1M IOPS, which is very close to the device limit. The
Flash latencies are higher but the Samsung drives also have a
higher throughput limit. In fact, 64 clients with queue depth
1 cannot saturate the Samsung devices. In order to generate
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Figure 7: Top: metadata performance in Crail compared to
Octopus (we could not run Octopus reliably after 36 clients).
Bottom: sequential read performance in Crail and Octopus
for large datasets and different buffer sizes.

a higher load, we measured throughput and latencies for the
case where each client always has four operations in flight
(queue depth 4, bottom row in Figure 6). As shown, queue
depth 4 generally achieves a higher throughput up to a point
where the hardware limit is reached, the device queues are
overloaded (e.g., for NVM Optane) and latencies sky rock.
For instance, at the point before the exponential increase in the
latencies, Crail delivers get latencies (Figure 6 bottom right)
of 30.1 µs at 4.2M IOPS (DRAM), 60.7 µs for 1.1M IOPS
(Optane), and 99.86 µs for 640.3K IOPS (Flash). The situation
for put is similar, though generally with lower performance.
Metadata performance: In Figure 7 (top), we benchmark
the performance of a simple lookup metadata operation
which is used to retrieve node metadata in Crail, and compare it with the performance of a similar metadata operation
getattr in Octopus [23] (an RDMA-optimized NVM file
system running in DRAM). There are two main observations here. First, for the single namenode case, Crail outperforms Octopus by 1.7 − 5.9×. A single namenode in Crail
peaks around 9.3M lookups/sec. Second, Crail can very efficiently scale the single namenode performance to multinamenode setups. The system can deliver up to 16.7M and
27.4M lookups/sec for 2 and 4 namenode configurations.
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Figure 8: YCSB benchmark performance. Top: small value
(1K per KV pair) read (left) and update (right) latencies. Bottom: large value (100K per KV pair) read and update latencies.

Accessing large datasets: Figure 7 (bottom) shows the bandwidth (y-axis) measured when reading large datasets of File
nodes in Crail, in comparison to file read operations in Octopus and Alluxio. The x-axis in Figure 7 refers to the size of the
application buffer the client is using during read operations.
Crail with its efficient data and metadata plane, and overlapping of lookup RPCs and data fetching quickly reaches the
network bandwidth limit even for relatively small buffer sizes
(just over 1kB). Alluxio performance is bottlenecked by the
CPU due to data copies and inefficiencies in the network stack
implementation. Octopus performs better than Alluxio, and
gradually for large buffers (close to 1MB) reaches the line
speed of 98 Gb/s. Note that Crail’s peak bandwidth (98 Gb/s)
in Figure 7 is better than the peak bandwidth ( 87 Gb/s) in Figure 5 because for the KV experiments each KeyValue node
is opened, read, and closed whereas for the file experiments
those accesses are amortized.
Summary: In this section we have shown that Crail can store
a large spectrum of values effectively while offering comparable or superior performance than the other state-of-the-art
systems that are optimized for a particular data range.
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Figure 9: Spark Terasort with mixed DRAM-NVM.

5.2

Systems-level Benchmarks

5.2.1

NoSQL workloads

The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) is an open
standard designed to compare the performance of NoSQL
databases [10]. It comes with five workloads that stress different properties, e.g. workload A is update heavy whereas
workload C is read heavy. We choose workload B to compare
Crail to RAMCloud and Aerospike. Workload B has 95%
read and 5% update operations and the records are selected
with a Zipfian distribution. All systems run in a single namenode/datanode configuration. The purpose of this experiment is
to evaluate the latency profile of Crail for a realistic workload
beyond microbenchmarks presented in the last section.
Figure 8 (top part) shows the read and update latency distributions for workload B using a single client for the default
setup of 10 fields of 100 bytes per record (1K per KV pair).
The left part of the figure shows the read performance, and
the right part shows the update performance. As shown for
this default setup, the largest number of read operations observe a latency of 14 µs (95% and 99% percentile are at 37
and 84 µs) and 26 µs (95% and 99% percentile are at 47 and
81 µs) for DRAM and Optane respectively. Crail on Optane
has an average latency of 38 µs and thus is only 15 µs slower
than Crail on DRAM. On the other hand, Aerospike with Optane delivers an average latency of 108.7 µs, which is 2.84×
worse than the average Crail latency (38.03 µs). Comparing
Crail’s DRAM performance to RAMCloud shows that RAMCloud is slightly faster than Crail. However, as we move to
larger values of 10 fields of 10KB each (100KB per KV pair)
in Figure 8 (bottom) Crail is almost 2.6 − 4.8× better than
Aerospike and RAMCloud, respectively.
Summary: Our experiments using the YCSB benchmark
have demonstrated that (a) Crail can successfully translate the
raw DRAM/NVMe performance advantages into workload
level gains, and (b) Crail effectively deals with both small and
large datasets while RAMCloud and Aerospike perform their
best in a specific operating range.
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Spark Integration

We present the evaluation of Crail with Spark, one of the most
popular data processing engines. Spark executes workloads as
a series of map-reduce steps while sharing performance critical data in each step. There are multiple points in the Spark
data processing pipeline where temporary datasets are generated. In this section, we show performance measurements
specifically for two: shuffle and broadcast. Both subsystems
can easily be implemented as plugin modules for Spark.
Broadcast: We implemented broadcast using Crail by storing broadcast data as KeyValue nodes in a non-enumerable
Table. A broadcast writer creates a new KeyValue node, appends the broadcast data to the node, and passes the node
“name” to the readers. Readers, which are distributed over
multiple machines inside Spark executors, do a lookup on the
“name” and read the data from Crail. Figure 10a shows the
result. The x-axis shows the latency as observed by different
broadcast readers in the Spark job, while the y-axis shows
the percentage of readers. The solid vertical line represent
the baseline latency of 12 µs, which we demonstrated in our
microbenchmarks. As shown, most of the Crail broadcast
readers observe latency very close to the minimum possible.
A few observe a latency lower than 12 µs because some of
these readers are co-located on the same physical machine
where the values are stored. For those nodes, even though
they still read the data using the local network interface, there
is no actual network transfer happening, hence, their read performance is not limited by the network. In summary, Crail
broadcast performance is 1-2 orders of magnitude better than
the default Spark implementation.
Shuffle: In Spark, a shuffle writer continuously generates
shuffle data during the map phase as it processes the input
dataset and classifies data into different buckets that are later
read by reducers. Due to the large fan-in and fan-out access
pattern, we implemented shuffle using Crail Bag nodes. There
is one Bag node per reducer and each shuffle writer appends
data to an array of privately owned File nodes, one File
node per writer per bag. After the map phase, each reducer
reads its associated bag using the optimized read interface
available in the Bag node type (see Section 3.1). We generated a large amount of data (512 GB) and triggered the
shuffle operation using the GroupBy benchmark available in
the Spark source code. Figures 10b and 10c show the performance (runtime on the x-axis) and the observed network
throughput (y-axis) for various configurations. The values 1,
4, or 8 represent the number of cores given to each Spark executor. A quick comparison of the two figures shows that the
Crail-accelerated Spark observes higher network throughput
(for a corresponding core count) and, thus, as a result better
runtimes (1 core 5x, 4 cores 2.5x and 8 cores 2x).
Summary: In this section we have demonstrated that Crail
is able to successfully accelerate temporary data access in
Spark for small values (e.g., broadcast) as well as large values
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Figure 10: Spark broadcast and GroupBy performance, using Vanilla Spark vs. Crail temporary storage.
(e.g., shuffle) by taking advantage of the different node types
(KeyValue and Bag) in Crail.

5.3

Efficiency of hybrid DRAM/NVM setup

As the last part of our evaluation, we quantify how Crail’s
tiered data plane helps with regard to performance and cost
objectives. We consider the Terasort workload, which is one of
the most I/O intensive applications on Spark. We implement
Terasort as an external range-partition sort algorithm in two
stages. The first stage maps the incoming key-value pairs (10
bytes keys and 90 bytes value) into external buckets. These
buckets are then shuffled and sorted by individual reduce
tasks. For this evaluation we use the accelerated shuffle and
broadcast plugins that we previously developed.
In Figure 9, we explore the performance/cost trade-off of using NVM instead of DRAM to store shuffle data in a 200 GB
Spark sorting workload. For this we configure Crail with different storage limits for the DRAM and the Flash storage tiers.
The x-axis indicates what fraction of the total shuffle data is
stored in DRAM versus Flash. Note that in this experiment
we are using the Samsung Flash-based SSDs rather than the
Optane devices. A configuration of 10/90 means that 10% of
the data is held in DRAM, while 90% is held in Flash. The
figure also shows the performance of vanilla Spark (first bar
of the figure) that runs on its default shuffle engine completely
in DRAM (using tmpfs as a storage backend). There are two
key observations here. First, in comparison to vanilla Spark,
the use of Crail for the shuffle backend already reduces the
runtime by a factor of 3.4. This performance gain can be
attributed to the efficient use of high-performance networking and storage hardware in Crail. For instance, during the
reduce phase we measured an all-to-all network throughput
of 70 Gb/s/machine. Second, as we decrease the fraction of
DRAM in Crail in favor of Flash, Spark graciously and automatically spills shuffle data into the Flash tier. In the extreme
configuration, where all shuffle data is stored in Flash, the
performance degrades to 46.49 second (48% increase), while
to total cost for storage is reduced by 8× from 1,000$ to 126$
(to store 200 GB of data based on the numbers in Table 1).
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The gradual spilling of data from DRAM to Flash happens
transparently. Even in the all-Flash configuration, the performance of the Crail-integrated Spark Terasort is half of the
completely-in-DRAM vanilla Spark performance. These results validate the design choices we made in Crail that permit
trading performance for storage cost.
Summary: In this section, we demonstrated that the use
of Crail in Spark (i) leads to better performance due to its efficient I/O path; (ii) reduces the cost of storage, and increases
the performance due the hybrid DRAM-NVMe architecture.

6

Conclusion

Storing and accessing temporary data efficiently in data processing workloads is critical for performance, yet challenging
due to complex storage demands that fall between the lines of
existing storage systems like file systems or key-value stores.
We presented NodeKernel, a novel storage architecture offering a new point in the storage design space by combining hierarchical naming with scalability and excellent performance
for a wide range of data sizes and access patterns that are typical for temporary data. The NodeKernel architecture is driven
by opportunities of modern networking and storage hardware
that enabled us to reduce overheads that made such a design
impractical in the past. We showed that storing temporary
data in Crail, our concrete implementation of the NodeKernel
architecture leveraging RDMA networking and NVMe storage, can improve NoSQL workloads by up to 4.8× and Spark
application performance by up to 3.4×. Crail’s use of NVMe
Flash further reduces storage cost by up to 8× compared to
storage systems that only use DRAM.
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